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Studio Desk WS30

Assembly instructions

For mounting the studio desk, use the
supplied screws, washers and nuts. Use a 
soft padding to avoid damaging the
components.

1. Screw the support brackets for the
 lower table top with each one metric
 screw, two washers and one nut at the
 desired height on both side panels.

2. Screw the lower single strut to support
 for the upper table top with each two
 metric screws between the two side
 panels.

 Screw the overlay for the upper table
 top with one metric screw and one
 washer between the two side panels.

3. Screw the central strut with the brackets
 for the keyboard support with each two
 metric screws and two washers beneath
 the supporting brackets for the lower
 table top between the side panels.

 Screw the two fixing brackets for the
 keyboard shelf with each two metric
 screws and two washers true sided on
 the middle strut.

4. Screw the keyboard shelf screw with each
 two washers and two wing nuts on both
 fixing brackets. 
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5. Assemble the two monitor tables at the
 sides as shown and put them into the
 two brackets.

6. Screw the brackets of the monitor tables
 each with two metric screws, three
 washers and one nut to the side panels.
 
 The rack inlay is fastened with the lower
 screws of the monitor table each with
 one screw and a washer between the two
 side panels.

 Loosen the handscrews on the brackets
 for aligning the monitor tables.

7. Screw the larger lower table top centered
 each with four wood screws and four
 washers to the two support brackets and
 the smaller upper table top equally to
 the upper support.

 

Technical specifications

  Applied materials:
 – Steel Sheet (side panels, struts)
 – Wood (table tops)

  Dimensions (W × H × D): 
 1930 × 1270 × 1070 mm

  Weight: approx. 40 kg
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For the transport and protective packaging, environ-
mentally friendly materials have been chosen that can 
be supplied to normal recycling. Ensure that plastic 
bags, packaging, etc. are properly disposed of. Do not 
just dispose of these materials with your normal 
household waste, but make sure that they are fed to a 
recovery. Please follow the notes and markings on the 
packaging.

Ensure that plastic bags, packaging, etc. are disposed 
of properly and are not within reach of babies and 
young children. Choking hazard!

Because of its heaviness, at least two people are always 
required for the transport and installation of the studio 
desk.


